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Abstract: 

 Punk and its meaning has been examined by scholars in various ways. For example, some 

scholars have focused on punk as a regional phenomenon, but these studies primarily follow 

punk of the 1970s and 1980s. Others have centered their focus on the do-it-yourself (DIY) 

politics of the subculture. Yet neither of these scholarly approaches focus on the nationally 

occurring trends that become more present in the age of the Internet in the 2000s. This examine 

punk political activism in the 2000s and how it built on the characteristics from earlier punk. It 

does this by analyzing the creations of various punks with an emphasis on the Rock Against 

Bush movement which began with the launch of the Punk Voter website in late 2002. Started by 

Fat Mike Burkett of the punk band NOFX, this website connected itself to previous punk 

activism but became primarily an anti-Bush news propagator. By examining punk websites, 

tours, and music, this study illustrates continuing themes and characteristics of punk from its 

solidification in the United States in the 1980s. The Internet became an integral part of their 

activism as it utilized the growing punk audience and lowering of boundaries created by the 

technology. This thesis concludes by explaining that this moment of punk is important for the 

academic understanding of how subcultures are affected by the creation of the Internet. Moving 

forward, scholarly discussions of punk should see the value in studying the national trends of 

punk within the age of the Internet and examine how subcultures like punk shift away from their 

roots created before the technological infrastructure of the Internet. 

 

Keywords: subculture, punk, activism, Internet, 2000s, 1980s
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Introduction: 

“I just don't understand how these guys [sic] politics are punk. I thought punk was ‘do it 

yourself’ but these guys push for government regulations.”1 This comment, on an article from 

punknews.org in 2005 entitled, Anti-Flag signs to RCA Records, illustrates both the persisting 

debates about what is authentic punk, and the unexpected nature of Anti-Flag’s politics. From the 

origins of punk and throughout its history, there have been assumptions about punk’s anarchistic 

nature. Historians as well, dating from Dick Hebdige’s pioneering work on subcultures, have 

noted punk’s anti-establishment tendencies, political or otherwise.2 Therefore, it may seem 

antithetical to both popular and scholarly conceptions of punk to see a punk band working within 

the confines of the “establishment.” 

 However, this is what many U.S. punk bands did in the early to mid 2000s. In 2004, Anti-

Flag joined many other notable punk bands in Rock Against Bush, to stress political participation 

rather than political anarchy as a way to seek societal change. Rock Against Bush promoted 

political participation among punks by organizing a tour and two music compilation albums 

centered around this message. It was an extension of Punk Voter, a website with the same goal, 

which specifically sought not only to vote against Bush and be interested in politics, but to 

mobilize punks in conventional party politics. Both Rock Against Bush and Punk Voter were 

started and organized by “Fat Mike” Burkett of a punk band that started in 1983, NOFX. 

Although Rock Against Bush acted as part of the Punk Voter entity, the consistent anti-Bush 

message on Punk Voter makes it more appropriate to discuss them together as part of the Rock 

Against Bush movement. This political movement deserves more attention than it has received 

                                                 
1. Punknews.org, Anti-Flag Signs to RCA Records, April 2005, accessed June 17, 2017, 

https://www.punknews.org/article/12352/anti-flag-signs-to-rca-records. 

2. Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, (London: Methuen, 1979), 88. 
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among scholars, because it illuminates a period of punk in which punk politics went 

“mainstream,” partially redefining its relationship to American culture as a whole. It is also a 

movement with a clear leader in that of Burkett and occurred during a transformative period in 

America where access to the Internet was increasing on a massive scale.3  

While punks have a storied legacy of being involved in politics, this is the first moment 

where a sizable faction promoted voting for an establishment politician—in this case Democrat 

John Kerry. Although this endorsement of Kerry was often implicit, it was combined with the 

promotion of left-leaning news sites as well as alliances with other non-punk political 

movements and organizations that were characteristically Democrat-oriented. Yet the roots for 

these “establishment politics” were based in traditionally punk ideas such as being anti-war and 

critical of conservative politics.  Even without the implicit endorsement of a mainstream 

candidate, the position of being anti-Bush was also a position held by an array of people outside 

of punk.4 Thus this was a moment when the radicalness of punk thought aligned with those in 

establishment politics at a level that was unprecedented. However, it was also the reach of Rock 

Against Bush that sets it distinctly apart from previously established punk movements as it was 

the first to use the Internet to expand the message past traditional punk methods of 

communication such as fanzines and shows. While some fanzines such as Maximum Rocknroll 

were nationally popular, many were either locally based or with limited readership. But the 

Internet would provide a different way for punks to interact, spread music, and organize across 

the United States. 

                                                 
3. U.S. Department of Commerce, Computer and Internet use in the United States: Population 

Characteristics, May 2013, accessed August 8, 2017, http://www.infrastructureusa.org/wp-

content/uploads/2013/06/p20-569.pdf. The Census Bureau found that Internet usage in American households went 

up to 41.5% in 2000 from 18% in 1997 and climbed steadily from there to 71.7% in 2011. 

 4. For example, the Dixie Chicks publically denouncing the president as well as the 2004 election being 

significantly closer than the 1984 election (the election cycle of Rock Against Reagan).  
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This thesis will contribute to the answer of larger questions about how scholars classify 

and understand punk politics in the United States spanning from the 1980s to the 2000s. Scholars 

do not agree on what should be considered authentically punk and what is the best way to 

describe it, and one reason is the way they characterize the politics of punk. Some scholars have 

noted punk culture’s early adaptation of the Internet, and this thesis demonstrates how much the 

Internet enabled punk politics and helped shape them in the 2000s. While the Iraq War clearly 

influenced the lyrics of punk bands, this thesis will also explain how much of an effect it had on 

their political positions towards George W. Bush. The answers to these questions will also 

provide insight as to the reasons and extent of punk involvement with mainstream party 

politicians and how this relationship existed after the election.  

The brief moment of political mobilization in 2004 did not last, and following the 2004 

election, those bands who had always been openly political continued their political dissent while 

the other bands, who were the majority, did not. That there was no large scale political activism 

carried out during the presidency of Barrack Obama might be because he was a Democrat, a 

good president, or just not bad enough of a president for punks to mobilize and unify. Still, 

focusing on the rise and fall of punk involvement in mainstream politics will highlight the 

complexity of punk politics. While some may try and explain punk in a “liberal versus 

conservative” narrative, this moment in punk history will show that even those who participated 

in Rock Against Bush differed in their reasoning and approach. This will be shown by looking at 

three of the most influential punk groups in the movement—Anti-Flag, Jello Biafra, and Fat 

Mike Burkett. The narrative of this thesis will illustrate how Fat Mike dictated the direction as 

the leader who was more willing to compromise punk ideals with the goal of visible political 

change on a large-scale. 
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Punk Context: 

To understand how Rock Against Bush is a unique moment within punk history, it is first 

important to discuss how punk began and evolved in the United States. Punk began as a response 

to societal problems in England and participants chose to represent themselves as exaggerated 

evidence of the failures in society.5 From its beginning in England, Punk’s history of anti-

establishment and anti-hegemony would continue into America with Reaganite conservativism 

as the focus of repulsion. When looking at what shaped 1980s punk, Ronald Reagan and the new 

conservatism were the primary factors of punk vexation. For U.S. punks in the 1980s, Reagan in 

particular was targeted with tour posters doctoring his image to the punk aesthetic and with lyrics 

denouncing his policies. He was the source of inspiration for the band Reagan Youth who sought 

to compare him to Hitler.6 Ultimately, U.S. based punk bands of the 80s, including The Dead 

Kennedys (who remained relevant into the 2000s) set up a tour titled Rock Against Reagan. 

Early punk scholars such as Dick Hebdige note the importance of location and 

circumstance for understanding punk. In his 1979 study, he cites the economic struggles in 

England and the crumbling of society as the primary symptoms that led to the creation of punk in 

1976.7 Other scholars, looking at 1980s United States Punk, also stress the significance of 

regional context. Dewar MacLeod focuses on how suburban life influenced and shaped the 

existence of punk in California in the 1980s. Many California punks wrote about their family 

conflicts and the failures in suburbia.8 MacLeod argues that the punk scene remained fractured 

stylistically and ideologically throughout states, cities, and neighborhoods.9 Daniel Traber, 

                                                 
5. Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, (London: Methuen, 1979), 87. 

6. Reagan Youth, “History,” accessed June 26, 2017, http://www.reagan-youth.com/history/. 

 7. Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, (London: Methuen, 1979), 87. 

8. Dewar MacLeod, Kids of the Black Hole: Punk Rock in Postsuburban California (Norman: University of 

Oklahoma Press, 2010), 102-103. 

9. Ibid., 132-133. 
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looking at Los Angeles, argues that punks were largely members of the middle-class but chose to 

rebel in a way that emulated culturally dominant ideas of what it meant to be an outcast.10 The 

approach emphasizing local context is useful for understanding how punk came to be formed in 

1980s America, but it has its limits for explaining larger national trends in punk especially in the 

era of the Internet in the 2000s.  

This is corroborated by sociologist Ryan Moore’s 2009 book, Sells like Teen Spirit: 

Music Youth Culture, and Social Crisis which takes a more national perspective. Moore notes 

how Ronald Reagan was “the most reviled and caricatured figure within the American punk 

subculture of the 1980s.”11  Moore discusses various punk creations and how mainstream 

consumer culture profited from them in the 1990s.12 Yet Moore’s exclusive focus on 

examination of punk bands as a way to discuss punk highlights a question which exists within 

punk scholarship. 

Scholars debate the true focus of punk and its politics and many would argue against an 

emphasis on bands. Instead, these scholars take a grassroots approach and shift the focus to the 

people who make up the punk movements and communities. While this does not necessarily 

mean avoiding a discussion of punk bands, it instead emphasizes the importance of individual 

people and their contribution to the creation of local punk communities in the 1980s. John 

Goshert’s study of punk focuses on two independent music punk record labels that operated on 

do-it-yourself (DIY) ethics.13 DIY as a punk ethos is a way of denouncing the establishment by 

escaping the consumerist culture that follows. DIY in punk is noted by nearly every scholar but 

                                                 
10. Daniel S. Traber, “L. A.’s ‘White Minority”: Punk and the Contradictions of Self-Marginalization,” 

Cultural Critique, No. 48 Spring 2001, 40. 

11. Ryan Moore, Sells Like Teen Spirit: Music, Youth Culture, and Social Crisis (New York: New York 

University Press, 2009,) Accessed September 27, 2015, ProQuest ebrary, 34.  

 12. Ibid., 11-12. 

13. John Charles Goshert, “‘Punk’ after the Pistols: American Music, Economics, and Politics in the 1980s 

and 1990s,” Popular Music and Society Vol. 24, 2000, 89. 
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scholars such as Goshert see it as essential to the authenticity of punk. His discussion of these 

record labels and punks within local scenes is used as evidence for his argument that punk must 

“be localized and transient performance rather than subcultural opposition.”14 If punk became 

larger than this, it would lose what made it authentic in the first place. 

  This grassroots type of study then places the actions of multiple punks at the center of 

their importance. Dawson Barrett notes that placing major bands as the primary representations 

of punk politics is essentially disingenuous to the reality of punk.15 This complaint is primarily 

directed at the scholarship that uses bands as the representative of all punk thought and like 

Goshert, Barrett fears this puts too much emphasis on consumerism.16 Barrett instead argues that 

the true meaning of punk is defined by the collectives that punks created like 924 Gilman in 

Berkeley.17 Barrett’s discussion of these collectives is to support the overall argument of these 

spaces being political active and being youth-run.18 Another scholar that takes this grassroots 

approach is Teal Triggs who focuses on the creation of Fanzines as one of the critical defining 

aspects of punk. Fanzines were used by punk, Triggs argues, as the alternative to popular culture 

and mainstream communication methods that punks denounced.19 However, these definitions 

become less viable with the emergence of the Internet as local community approaches could be 

applied nationally with the lowering of barriers. In 2010, communications scholars Lars J. 

Kristiansen, Joseph R. Blaney, Philip J. Chidester, and Brent K. Simonds, tried to address the 

varying approaches to punk in the 2010 book Screaming for Change. They aimed to define punk 

                                                 
 14. Ibid., 101.  

15. Dawson Barrett, “DIY Democracy: The Direct Action Politics of U.S. Punk Collectives,” American 

Studies 52, no. 2 (2013), 24. 

16. Ibid., 24. 

17. Ibid., 32. 

 18. Ibid., 37-38. 

19. Teal Triggs, “Scissors and Glue: Punk Fanzines and the Creation of a DIY Aesthetic,” Journal of 

Design History 19, no. 1 (2006), 70. 
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as a specific perspective to the world and a mentality of how to create a change in it.20 This 

approach incorporates parts of both the regional and grassroots methods and can be used to 

understand the new era of punk. 

 Recently, other scholars have looked at what happened to punk in the early twenty-first 

century. Matthew Siblo is one of the first scholars who focused on the contribution of NOFX and 

Punk Voter. His work specifically seeks to understand how it did not achieve its goal of ousting 

Bush in the election. Siblo attributes the failure of Punk Voter’s goal of voting out President 

Bush in 2004 to a considerable conservative punk faction.21 In S. Todd Atchison’s study of 

2000s punk, he focused on how some punk bands became mainstream while not being extremely 

political and notes how these bands appealed to wide audiences.22 Siblo’s approach traces the 

history of conservative punks to explain why there was a reaction to Punk Voter and Atchison 

explains why not every punk band became political at this moment in the 2000s.  

 Neither approach however, encompassed the broad trends represented by Rock Against 

Bush and how Burkett influenced its direction. While Rock Against Bush may not have voted 

Bush out of office, how the movement existed is still worth dissecting. The scholarly discussion 

of the do-it-yourself mentality is vitally important for understanding the Rock Against Bush 

movement. At its core, Rock Against Bush and Punk Voter were DIY initiatives as they were 

started and operated by punks in order to seek change through sharing knowledge and organizing 

efforts to unify punks. It is also necessary to stress how integral the Internet was to the 

                                                 
20. Lars J. Kristiansen, Joseph R. Blaney, Philip J. Chidester, and Brent K. Simonds, Screaming for 

Change: Articulating a Unifying Philosophy of Punk Rock. (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2010), 9. 

21. Matthew Siblo, “A New Morning in Amerika: Conservative Politics and Punk Rock in the 2000s,” in 

Politics of Post 9/11 Music, in Politics of Post 9/11 Music, edited by Joseph P. Fisher, and Brian Flota, (Farnham: 

Ashgate, 2012.) Ebook, 130. 

22. S. Todd Atchison, “‘Agony & Irony’: Indie Culture’s Sardonic Response to America’s Post-9/11 

Devolution,” in Politics of Post 9/11 Music, in Politics of Post 9/11 Music, edited by Joseph P. Fisher, and 

Brian Flota, (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012.) Ebook, 149. 
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movement as it represented the lowering of barriers and increased reach. In an interview with 

Burkett, he mentioned that Rock Against Reagan was not as large as Rock Against Bush 

“because there wasn’t the Internet and there wasn’t this huge punk scene.”23 The Punk Voter 

website set the movement apart from Rock Against Reagan as well as from other efforts which 

sought to register young people to vote at this time such as Rock the Vote. For Burkett this was 

intentional, the purpose of the site was to provide the information that would motivate young 

people to want to vote in a specific way.24 While a larger punk audience was also mentioned as a 

factor by Burkett, Rock Against Bush would not be able to reach them all on a national level 

without the Internet. Burkett used his networking of punks to get people to contribute to the site 

and CDs that would be part of Rock Against Bush instead of relying on massive donations from 

large businesses.25 

As led by Mike Burkett, Rock Against Bush would be heavily influenced by the anti-

conservative messages of 1980s punk. From the messages on the Punk Voter website to the 

lyrics contained within the political tracks on the Rock Against Bush music compilations, the 

ideology would be linked to earlier punk thought from the 1980s. In both eras, punks had varying 

views on politics based on their locale but an anti-conservative message was more dominant in 

both. It was this that influenced Burkett’s perspective, but he was not alone in his Rock Against 

Bush efforts. Notably, Jello Biafra and Anti-Flag provided a more anti-establishment voice 

which at times intersected with Burkett’s as they all saw Bush as part of the problem in America. 

                                                 
23. Mike Burkett, “Punkvoter,” interview by Mark Anderson, We Owe You Nothing Punk Planet: The 

Collected Interviews Expanded Edition, ed. Daniel Sinker (Chicago: Punk Planet Books, 2001/2008), 301. 

24. Mike Burkett, “Fat Mike Interview 2004,” interview by Bill Denker, accessed March 29, 2017, 

http://www.jadedinchicago.com/2011/01/fat-mike-interview-2004/. In this interview, Burkett explains that you 

cannot just tell kids to vote, you need to make them angry enough and that’s what Punk Voter was doing.  

25. NOFX, The Hepatitis Bathtub and Other Stories, ed. Jeff Alulis (Boston: Da Capo Press, 2016), 288. In 

this story, Burkett explains that he met with large record labels and could have received money from them but he did 

not want to beg for it and he would rather use what he knew and had access to from his record label. 
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When examining how the movement was carried out, it is important to note how it was a DIY 

initiative. Mike Burkett owned and operated the Punk Voter website as well as the record label 

used to release the Rock Against Bush compilations and organize the tours surrounding them.  

The Formation of an Ideology 

1980s punk would be the foundation for many of the punks who were involved with 

Rock Against Bush, especially so for Burkett and his band NOFX. Specifically, the anti-Reagan 

sentiments, which were common in punks across the United States, played a crucial role. D.R.I., 

the commonly used abbreviation for Texas punks Dirty Rotten Imbeciles, created a short song in 

1983 with the lyrics “Reaganomics killing me, Reaganomics killing you” repeated for the 

duration of the song.26 The aforementioned Reagan Youth came from New York City and their 

opposition to Reagan went beyond their name but was essentially the same type of criticism as 

can be seen in their track “Reagan Youth” where the chorus has the band screaming “Reagan 

youth seig heil.”27 The Dead Kennedys released many songs with lyrical jabs at Reagan 

including “Moral Majority,” “Bleed for Me,” and “We’ve Got a Bigger Problem Now.”28 MDC 

also from Texas wrote various songs targeting Reagan, most notably with “Who’s the Terrorist 

Now,” where the band derides Reagan’s military policies.29 The fixation on Reagan across the 

array of punk bands created precedent, however there existed real political differences among 

punks, and their reasons for disliking Reagan varied. The symbol of Reagan made punk 

commentary easy to simplify.  

                                                 
26. D.R.I. “Reaganomics,” in Dirty Rotten, R-Radical Records, 1982.  

27. Reagan Youth, “Reagan Youth,” in Young Anthems for the New Order, R-Radical Records, 1984. 

28. The Dead Kennedys, “Moral Majority,” in In God We Trust, Alternative Tentacles, 1981; The Dead 

Kennedys, “Bleed for Me,” in Plastic Surgery Disasters, Alternative Tentacles, 1982; The Dead Kennedys, “We’ve 

Got a Bigger Problem Now,” in In God We Trust, Alternative Tentacles, 1981. 

29. MDC, “Who’s the Terrorist Now,” in This Blood’s for You, R-Radical Records, 1987. 
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After Reagan, punk did not see another figure to unite against until George W. Bush. 

Burkett held the opinion that Punk Rock had lost its edge, beyond simply its politics. He 

questioned “when did punk rock become so tame?” in the opening track of 2003’s The War on 

Errorism, “The Separation of Church and Skate.”30 In the song Burkett comments on the calming 

down of punk and its acceptance into mainstream as well as its reluctance to discuss politics. 

While the 1990s was not void of punk rock politics it did not have the same tone of the 1980s 

that preceded it. Instead, the 1990s were perhaps best known as the age of punk’s acceptance into 

mainstream, musically speaking, as bands like The Offspring and Green Day had mass appeal 

outside of just the punk scene. Smash, the 1994 release by The Offspring sold 11 million copies 

on indie label Epitaph Records and was the precursor to the band signing to the major Columbia 

label in 1996.31 Green Day saw mainstream success with their 1994 album Dookie, which was 

the fifth top-selling album in the country when it released on major Reprise Records.32 

Communications scholar Theodore Matula also noted the mainstreaming of 90s punk as the 

preface for his argument on how one punk band responded to this issue.33 

 Again, this is not to say that there were no political punk bands in the 1990s, but the 

overall atmosphere of punk in this period was different. After Reagan’s two terms as president 

ended, many of the punk bands that spoke up against him either broke up or moved on to other 

projects. Presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton did not see a massive punk opposition as 

Reagan did and George W. Bush would. Bad Religion did produce a split album with Noam 

Chomsky which was released by Maximum Rocknroll as part of a protest of the 1991 Gulf War, 

                                                 
30. NOFX, “Separation of Church and Skate,” in The War on Errorism, Fat Wreck Chords, 2003. 

31. The Offspring, “The History,” accessed August 8, 2017, http://offspring.com/thehistory/. 

32. Neil Strauss, “POP VIEW; Has Success Spoiled Green Day?” The New York Times, February 5, 1995, 

accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.nytimes.com/1995/02/05/arts/pop-view-has-success-spoiled-green-day.html. 

33. Theodore Matula, “Pow! To the People: The Make-Up’s Reorganization of Punk Rhetoric,” Popular 

Music and Society 20, no. 1 (2007): 19. 
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but this type of protest did not evolve into something that defined this era.34 Goshert argues that 

the policies of Reagan that continued under Bush and Clinton were harder to oppose as they 

became increasingly normal within the United States.35 He also noted that punks did maintain an 

opposition to the Gulf War however.36 Yet the most influential punk bands who would later 

participate in Rock Against Bush (such as NOFX, Anti-Flag, and Jello Biafra) were active during 

this era. Punk’s politics did not end in the 1990s—they just lacked a nationally unifying focus. 

The Build-Up to Rock Against Bush37: 

Jello Biafra 
 

Rock Against Reagan was the 1983-1984 precursor to the 2003-2004 movement and was 

started by The Dead Kennedys. Although it would not be organized to the extent of Rock 

Against Bush, this particular political moment would still be influential for the early 2000s. The 

San Francisco band Dead Kennedys were not the only band that participated in Rock Against 

Reagan shows but they are notable for a few reasons. Most importantly is their singer Jello 

Biafra, who was (and continues to be) one of the most recognized punk figures. In the middle of 

1979, Biafra started his own record label under the name Alternative Tentacles. The label was 

initially started with the aim of releasing American music in Europe but due to its releases’ 

popularity in the U.S., Biafra began releasing albums on it full-time in America and does 

currently in 2017.38 Later in 1979, Biafra ran for mayor of San Francisco with several ridiculous 

                                                 
 34. Bad Religion and Noam Chomsky, New World Order: War #1, Maximum Rocknroll, 1991. 

35. John Charles Goshert, “‘Punk’ after the Pistols: American Music, Economics, and Politics in the 1980s 

and 1990s,” Popular Music and Society Vol. 24, 2000, 97. 

36. Ibid., 99. 

37. Ninety-six bands, thirty companies, and nineteen individuals classified themselves as official members 

of Punk Voter website, which would be the Internet component of the Rock Against Bush movement. Since there 

were so many, it would be impossible to give a complete history of all of them prior to their involvement. 

 38. Alternative Tentacles, “A Crash Course in Alternative Tentacles,” 2004, accessed September 28, 2017, 

http://www.alternativetentacles.com/page.php?page=about2.  
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and serious platforms. These policies included “Holding elections in which police would be 

voted into office by the neighborhoods they patrolled…” and “Requiring businessmen to wear 

clown suits within city limits.”39 Biafra’s political ideology, which led to his positions like these, 

was formed during the 1970s and the 1980s. He notes “The Vietnam war, Chicago 7 trial, Kent 

State massacre and the Denver smog problem,” as reasons why he began to not trust what he 

perceived as “corrupt, violent governments and corporations.”40  

This general mistrust and perceived injustice of the American government explain his 

1978 anti-liberal song “California Über Alles” as well as the 1981 In God We Trust EP that was 

written in response to the moral majority’s ascension in the early 1980s.41. His disdain for 

governments was not dependent on the political party that happened to be in power. As the lead 

singer and primary lyricist for the Dead Kennedys, the band would put out numerous albums rife 

with political and social commentary. Their first full-length release in 1980, Fresh Fruit for 

Rotting Vegetables, featured songs that went beyond political parties and focused on various 

political issues. This can be seen with the song “Kill The Poor,” in which Biafra envisions the 

United States using a nuclear bomb on its poor. “When Ya Get Drafted,” is Biafra’s 

interpretation and criticism of the United States going to war to seek a profit.42  

The Dead Kennedys’ next full-length in 1982, Plastic Surgery Disasters, featured more 

politically themed lyrics as well as criticisms of society. The lyrics of the track “Trust Your 

                                                 
 39. Emma Silvers, “35 Years Ago Today, Jello Biafra Came In Fourth In the S.F. Mayoral Race,” 

SFWeekly, November 4, 2014, accessed September 28, 2017, 

https://archives.sfweekly.com/shookdown/2014/11/04/35-years-ago-today-jello-biafra-came-in-fourth-in-the-sf-

mayoral-race.  

 40. Alternative Tentacles, “Jello Biafra – Rocumentary,” accessed September 28, 2017, 

http://www.alternativetentacles.com/bandinfo.php?band=jello.  

41. Amoeba Music, “Jello Biafra – Biography,” accessed June 17, 2017, https://www.amoeba.com/jello-

biafra/artist/21705/bio. 

42. The Dead Kennedys, “Kill the Poor,” and “When Ya Get Drafted,” in Fresh Fruit for Rotting 

Vegetables, Alternative Tentacles, 1980.  
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Mechanic” describes mental and physical appearance problems as inventions of the media and 

the ironies of trusting someone to fix said issues.43 The album also included a track that 

specifically mentioned Ronald Reagan within a criticism of the United States military foreign 

policy.44 While the Dead Kennedys were on tour for this album they began labeling some of their 

shows “Rock Against Reagan.”45 Other bands punk bands would join them in this endeavor but 

the message would never really develop into a full-fledged movement. This did not stop the 

Dead Kennedys from taking political stances on their own as they played shows in 1984 outside 

both the Democratic and Republican national conventions.46 For the RNC, Biafra led a chant of 

“Fuck off and Die!” to the Republicans attending the convention while for the DNC the band 

performed “in Klansman hoods, then remove[d] them to reveal Ronald Reagan masks 

underneath.”47 His position was anti-conservative for both but the method in which he chose to 

display it was to be extreme and incendiary to the public. 

 Following this, the band would go on to create two more albums that would continue 

their lyrical trends. From their 1985 album Frankenchrist, this can most easily be seen from its 

title with their critique of America in “Stars and Stripes of Corruption.” This album would force 

the band to face legal issues involving an obscenity trial related to an art insert contained in the 

album. Biafra’s involvement in the obscenity trial, which the band was acquitted, led him to 

participate in a discussion on Oprah Winfrey’s show where he discussed censorship with Tipper 

Gore who formed the Parents Music Resource Center (which Biafra claimed was responsible for 
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the obscenity trial).48 The last album released by the band in 1986, Bedtime For Democracy, also 

featured critiques of the punk scene with songs like “Anarchy for Sale,” “Chickenshit 

Conformist,” and “Macho Insecurity.” Following the band’s final release, Jello Biafra would go 

on to primarily create spoken word albums. His spoken word albums were recordings of his live 

performances where he would discuss many of the issues that he had previously wrote songs 

about. 

 Jello Biafra’s first spoken word album from 1987, No More Cocoons, would set the tone 

for the rest of his spoken word releases. While he did focus on the same subject matter that his 

lyrics had for the Dead Kennedys, the content was now delivered without the typical punk 

backing. Instead, the spoken style was done in a way which mocked reality both with the content 

and the way it was performed. The first album begins with the chatter of an audience broken up 

by Biafra’s voice which alerted those present “we interrupt this program with a special bulletin: 

America is now under martial law; all constitutional rights have been suspended.”49 Other tracks 

on the album poked fun at the United States’ role in Vietnam and the ineptitude of Ronald 

Reagan. His second album, I Blow People’s Minds for a Living, also dealt with another U.S. war 

and president. This time, Biafra talks about the Gulf War and how he believed it was started for 

oil. His opposition to the war spills over into his dislike of President H.W. Bush and both 

political parties as he mentions in the track “If Voting Changed Anything,” since he claimed the 

Democratic party endorsed the president’s war.50 
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 Overall the viewpoints of Jello Biafra became more direct and even more noticeable than 

when he was a part of The Dead Kennedys. Since there were no usual time constraints as were 

common in punk songs, elaboration was possible and ideas were not forced to go to the tune of a 

song. Biafra’s position on political issues were much more complicated than would align with 

Democrat or Republican political thinking. In his spoken word album, Become the Media, Biafra 

takes a significant amount of time to describe NAFTA’s negatives effects on people in America 

and Mexico. Biafra makes sure to note that this policy may seem like it would have been enacted 

by Reagan or Bush but it was Clinton that approved it.51 Despite being more critical of both 

major American political parties than Fat Mike Burkett, Biafra would go on to be a part of the 

Rock Against Bush movement. While Burkett openly argued against voting for third-party 

candidates in 2000 and 2004, Biafra would continue to vote for the Green Party of which he was 

a member of. 

Anti-Flag 
 Other important figures in the Rock Against Bush movement that got their start much 

later than Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys were the Pittsburgh natives in Anti-Flag. The band 

was started by Justin Sane and Pat Thetic in 1993, but the name originated from an earlier band 

the two started in 1988. What separates Anti-Flag from NOFX is that they were political from 

their inception. Their name had its roots from their local punk scene where they saw punks who 

they saw as fascists wearing the American Flag.52 Justin Sane and Pat Thetic took it upon 

themselves to make a statement against this by naming their band Anti-Flag. They wanted the 

band to be seen as “a vehicle that would force them [people] to think.”53 Politics were at the core 
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of what made Anti-Flag who they were very early on, which makes their involvement in Rock 

Against Bush understandable. One of their founding members, Justin Sane, made it clear where 

his politics were when he listed “Right wing flag hugging assholes, Mainstream Media that 

pretends to be liberal,” among things he dislikes most on the band’s website.54 Anti-Flag was 

founded on the other side of the country from NOFX and nearly ten years later. Yet one of the 

two founding members had similar political views to Fat Mike of NOFX.  

 With their first full-length release during the Clinton presidency, the band would provide 

physical evidence that they meant to be politically provocative beyond just their name. The cover 

of Die for the Government (1996) features the band in traditional punk garb blindfolded in front 

of an upside down American flag. While not every song on the album is purely political, most 

are. The lyrics of “You’ve Got to Die for the Government” provide insight as to the politics of 

the band. It may appear as anti-American from the outside, but it is a critique of how the United 

States treats its own troops with the lyrics: 

 First World War veterans slaughtered, by General Eisenhower 

 You give them your life, they give you a stab in the back 

 Radiation, agent orange, tested on US souls 

 Guinea pigs for Western corporations55 

 

 The song “Rotten Future” is about punks who do not try to achieve societal change and 

attempts to appeal to have them protest with the lines “of course you'll bring no change when 

you sit home on your couch, we need to stand up and fight bring our future to a start.”56 The 

band tended to focus on specific policies and societal concerns instead of politicians. Other songs 
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like “Red White and Brainwashed,” “Police State in the U.S.A.,” and “Fuck Police Brutality” all 

echo this.57 

 Anti-Flag released another album under the Clinton presidency in 1999 and then one a 

few months into the first term of George W. Bush’s presidency in 2001. These albums, A New 

Kind of Army (1999) and Underground Network (2001), maintain the same type of political 

lyrics that the band was founded upon. The artwork for A New Kind of Army retained the 

political provocativeness of their first album as it mimicked Joe Rosenthal’s famous photograph 

of American soldiers raising the American flag at Iwo Jima. Instead, the album cover has punk 

rockers with mohawks raising an upside-down American flag. Below this it reads, “Anti-Flag 

does not mean Anti-American. Anti-Flag means anti-war. Anti-Flag means unity.”58 

 Following September 11, 2001, Anti-Flag did not let up on their politics and instead soon 

found themselves with a new war to resist. Immediately after the events of 9/11, they released a 

song titled “911 For Peace” and be put it up for free on their website. The message of the song 

encapsulated their previously established anti-war stance as they wrote, “There needs to be a new 

way of thinking in this world which focuses on solving the world’s problems without blowing up 

or killing each other.”59 In 2003, the band would release their next full album release that would 

focus heavily on the war in Iraq with the album title The Terror State. The cover sleeve of the 

album featured young girl in military garb holding a gun with the background of rubble. When 

the sleeve was removed, the same girl was on the ground with a visible red blood trail in the sand 

in contrast to the grayscale color of the rest of the art with the line “INNOCENCE IS THE 

FIRST CASUALTY.”60 However, this cover was not available at chain retail stores and instead 
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featured a blank black cover with the words, “Choices have been made for you by persons other 

than Anti-Flag and Fat Wreck Chords regarding the artwork of this release. Want to make the 

choice for yourself?” followed by a link to an article on their website. On this article, Anti-Flag 

reveals that chain retailers refused to sell their CD based on its artwork and they claimed to have:  

“Made a calculated decision to forgo the artwork to get the more important, subversive 

message in our music to the ears of people who have not yet discovered that there is an 

alternative to purchasing music in a chain store, or do not have access to an indie store in 

their area.”61 

 

 True to their word, their lyrics would be quite subversive on this album as well as the 

song titles. The opening track of the album, “Turncoat,” has the band screaming the chorus of 

“you’re a killer! Liar! Thief!” about George W. Bush.62 In the liner notes for the album the band 

explains how Bush fits the description for each of these unflattering nouns. They then provided 

sources for the information from the New York Times, Washington Post, Chicago Sun-Times, 

and CNN. In addition, they included a link to their own news site called Underground Action 

Alliance (UAA). Underneath the essays for nine of the thirteen tracks on the album, this link was 

provided with the preface “continue your search for truth.”63 The lyrics of the album went 

beyond the foreign wars although it was the primary focus as the handwritten lyrics in the 

booklet wrapped around the images of gasmasks, ammo clips, grenades, and nukes.  

 The gradual shift in the lyrics from the album The Terror State indicate how Anti-Flag 

would approach the Bush presidency. While clearly a continuation of their lyric style, the band 

became more focused on their political issues and started their own website to educate fans about 

the issues they cared about and wrote about. Regardless of having their own political site, they 
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would also be involved in Punk Voter at the same time which followed a similar trend of sharing 

news stories. The focus of the Underground Action Alliance was more specifically to 

“encourages members of the punk rock community to assume the critical role of citizen-

activist.”64 The two websites would be linked together as each advocated viewing and 

participating in each other’s projects.65 

Fat Mike and NOFX 
Fat Mike Burkett, born in 1967, first became involved with punk rock as a teenager while 

living in Los Angeles when he was introduced to it in 1981 at the age of fourteen.66 Growing up 

as the son of a manicurist in the working-class neighborhoods of Beverly Hills, Burkett was 

exposed to the lives of both the rich and the poor.67 In the beginning, Burkett got into punk by 

faking it. His childhood friend brought him to a punk show at the Whisky a Go-Go where 

Burkett claims to have been dressed in “shorts and a pink Izod polo shirt,” which those remotely 

familiar with the traditional punk garb would understand how far his apparel was from that.68 He 

did not even really like most of the music at his early punk shows and often wore the logos of 

punk bands he had not heard of.69 As he grew, he became part of multiple punk bands until he 

established NOFX with Eric Melvin and Erik Sandin. Eventually Burkett would find himself at 

the helm of the band and the creator of the first label to release NOFX music that he paid for by 

working multiple jobs.70 
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When Burkett was first exposed to punk, it was “the attitude and the craziness of the 

crowd and how dangerous it all seemed,” that enticed him to become part of the scene.71 

Historian MacLeod characterizes the Los Angeles punk scene at this time as incredibly violent 

and anarchistic.72 Later on however, the intensity of the gang related violence was enough for 

Burkett to want to move to northern California when he was given the opportunity to go to 

college in San Francisco.73 It is difficult to explain what the basis of his politics are other than 

from the generation of punk he group in. He came from a working class and ethnically Jewish 

family in Los Angeles but fell into punk in a formative period in his life. While Los Angeles 

punk was well-known for its violence, it was still in California in the 1980s, and Reagan as the 

enemy for punks would still play an important role in Burkett’s ideological forging. 

The other founders of NOFX, Erik Sandin and Eric Melvin, also had similar stories to 

Burkett as they were introduced to punk by friends and ultimately go to a punk show where their 

conversion to the punk lifestyle would be completed.74 Burkett met Melvin and Sandin through 

the Los Angeles punk scene and eventually started the band and would begin playing shows in 

Los Angeles to indifferent crowds.75 They would go on to record a couple demos and play a few 

shows across the country in the early to mid-1980s.76 Over the years some of the members would 

move, join, or quit but the core trio that started it would mostly remain consistent and would 

continue to be a part of the band in 2017. Eventually after releasing their first album, Liberal 

Animation (1988), on their own, they would sign to Epitaph Records (created by punk legend 

Brett Gurewitz of Bad Religion), and release S&M Airlines (1989). Gurewitz helped record this 
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album as well as their next album, Ribbed (1991). Burkett claims Ribbed was “the record that 

solidified the ‘NOFX sound.’”77 

The lyrical content of NOFX’s music represented the lives that they lived being in a punk 

band in the 1980s. That meant anything from the absurd, which they would become known for, 

to the serious issues that they saw.78 For example of the absurd, the title track from their 1989 

album, S&M Airlines, provides Burkett’s fantasy of accidently buying a plane ticket on a sex 

fetish airline.79 While these sorts of songs would overshadow their politics, there were some 

tracks such as “Nowhere,” from their 1991 album Ribbed where Burkett touches on reality. Here, 

Burkett opens the song belting: 

You can't believe things you see and read 

The Soviet threat 

Our pseudo enemy 

What's scaring me? 

Our foreign policy 

To make the world safe for business 

 Call it democracy80 

While Burkett does not directly name any politician, given the year, he is writing this in a Bush 

Sr. controlled White house. Burkett claims that he wrote political lyrics from the beginning of 

the band, but this is one of the earliest examples that made its way to a record.81 After releasing 

Ribbed, the band would finally gain its final member in that of guitar player Aaron Abeyta, 

nicknamed “El Hefe.” Abeyta had the most different upbringing from any of the other members 

as he claims that he himself is “not a punk.”82 Around this time in 1991, Burkett took out a loan 
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from his father for $20,000 to start a label with his then girlfriend and now former wife, Erin 

Kelly-Burkett.83  

 Fat Wreck Chords started out as a pet project of Mike and Erin but would go on to 

provide the infrastructure for Mike’s Rock Against Bush movement in the early 2000s. The label 

signed some of the biggest punk acts in the early 1990s such as Strung Out, No Use For A Name, 

Propaghandi, and Lagwagon. The label was and still is primarily run by Erin and Mike even 

though they divorced in 2010. Erin claims that the secret to Fat Wreck Chords is that they only 

sign bands they like and that it operates like a family.84 The label would grow substantially and 

then eventually decline during the mid-2000s as the Internet impacted record labels’ ability to 

make a profit but has stabilized to still be a functioning record label in 2017.85 Fat Wreck Chords 

was directly connected to Burkett being part of the punk scene and the relationships he made 

from it. These relationships would continue to be important as many of these bands signed in the 

early days would be featured on the Rock Against Bush compilations and also continue to 

release music on the label. 

 Despite Fat Mike owning his own label, NOFX would go on to release four more albums 

on Epitaph before releasing their own full-length albums on Fat Wreck Chords. NOFX would 

release shorter EPs on the label however. Most of the music NOFX created during this time 

would continue to be more on the extravagant side but they did have a song titled “Reagan 

Sucks.” This track from their 1996 EP Fuck The Kids featured Burkett yelling “I miss the days of 

Reagan punk, we all shared the same enemy.”86 There were also other occasional political songs 
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that featured lyrics which dwelled on the problems of capitalism or other issues like the legality 

of drugs and race relations. This can be seen with the 1997 track “Murder the Government,” 

where Burkett sings about all the things he sees wrong in America like the NRA, KKK, and the 

DEA.87 

 It would not be until George W. Bush was elected and Burkett started Punk Voter that the 

band would be viewed as political. The War on Errorism was released in 2003, well into Bush’s 

first term and after the launch of the Punk Voter. This was also the first full-length album the 

band would release on Fat Wreck Chords. The cover of the album Featured George W. Bush 

with sad clown make-up on and an American Flag backdrop. Upon opening the CD, the image of 

Bush as a clown is reiterated on the design of the actual disc and featured again on the back side 

of the booklet now with the words “somewhere in Texas there is a village without its idiot.”88 

The substance of this album was different and new for NOFX as they noted in the opening essay 

on the CD booklet. Much like the forthcoming Rock Against Bush albums, The War on Errorism 

featured an essay this time being hand written by Fat Mike and signed by the other members of 

the band. The content of the essay primarily focused on what Fat Mike referred to as America’s 

“very limited knowledge of knowledge.”89 Burkett laments the United States’ 2000 election and 

proceeds to explain how what he believes he and his band to be doing is on a level higher than 

patriotism and is an expression of his allegiance to the world. America to him, was not the best 

country in the world and he believed that everyone should be doing more to make it better but 

complains that Americans are “more concerned with their feardoms than our freedoms.”90 Two 

reviewers for different music webzines positively mentioned the essay and one of them 
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explained how NOFX also started Punk Voter, however neither reviewer really took a position 

on it.91 Overall the essay was a message to Americans and primarily the punk fans who would 

pick up the CD and understand that he does care and that he wants to do something about it. 

Despite still having plenty of goofy songs, this album had multiple political songs that 

focused on issues other than the problems with capitalism. For example, the track “The Idiots 

Are Taking Over,” was Fat Mike complaining about the state of the United States at that time. 

The ethos of the song can be best summarized with the concluding verse: 

What are we left with? 

A nation of god-fearing pregnant nationalists 

Who feel it's their duty to populate the homeland 

Pass on traditions 

How to get ahead religions 

And prosperity via simpleton culture 

The idiots are taking over92 

 

Then there is the song which gets its name from the album, “American Errorist (I Hate Hate 

Haters,) which is a short song that claims to declare war in attempt to “humiliate American 

Errorists.”93 

Burkett was also discussing his political ideas in interviews throughout 2003 and 2004. In 

one such interview with CNN in late 2003, Mike Burkett asserted that he would vote for any of 

the Democratic nominees over Bush. He mentioned which candidate he liked, Dennis Kucinich, 

but admitted that he wanted someone with a higher likability to defeat Bush in the general 

election.94 This pragmatic approach was noticed by CNN as they reiterated in a video segment 
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covering the Rock Against Bush tour where the narrator claims that “punk is getting practical.”95 

The willingness of a punk to either directly support the Democratic nominee for president or 

state their commitment to vote for the candidate who stands the best chance to beat him, was new 

to punk. However, punks were not alone in this change as many liberal leaders that had 

supported Ralph Nader in 2000, changed their position for the 2004 election and were “urging 

people to vote for John Kerry in all swing states.”96 Among those who were switching their 

support, were Howard Zinn and Michael Moore. Both were also influences for NOFX’s Fat 

Mike as seen in their song “Franco Un-American” where he references them by name and their 

impact on his beliefs.97 Burkett’s position to be more practical was coming at a time where more 

idealistic thinkers outside of punk were doing the same. 

Yet it is important to note how Burkett’s position was influenced by 1980s punk. In 2003, 

Burkett explained in an interview with Matt Schild of Aversion.com that he thought Bush should 

be the new enemy of punk the same as “in the ‘80s every fucking punk rocker hated Reagan.”98 

But he claimed that in 2003, there were too many people listening to punk for it to be a cohesive 

unit with a large portion of these punks either being too young to care or being too blinded by 

conservative news.99  

Burkett tried to counteract this by informing the punk population on Punk Voter with 

anti-conservative and anti-Bush related news. Eventually this led the Rock Against Bush 
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movement to be criticized as “just another tool of the Democrats.”100 It even sparked a 

reactionary site called Conservative Punk, which claimed to provide the other side of politics for 

punks and allow them to come to their own conclusions about who to vote for.101 One 

contributor to the Conservative Punk site even lamented the lack of a resource such as it during 

the 1980s as many punk bands were anti-Reagan.102 Although they appear to be in the minority, 

it is necessary to note there have always been conservatives in punk. This is also evidenced by 

long time punk Johnny Ramone and his political lean to the right.103 Nonetheless, anti-

conservatism was a more prominent theme within punk lyrics in the 1980s and into the 2000s. 

Burkett’s interview by Matt Schild provides some insight into understanding why the 

movement took the path that it did. Burkett did not see voting for a third-party candidate as a 

solution to the problems presented by the George W. Bush administration. While Burkett 

admired the third-party candidate Ralph Nader, he also thought Nader had no real chance of 

winning the presidential election and that Nader’s campaigning tactics in the 2000 election 

allowed for the Bush win.104 Burkett reiterated this message in the song “Franco Un-American,” 

as he sings, “the president’s laughing ‘cause we voted for Nader.”105 This type of thinking 

illustrates the approach of Burkett that would help guide the direction of Punk Voter.106 While 
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his roots were founded in the 1980s Reagan-era punk, his drive to see political office change 

overrode his punk idealism. 

Punk Voter Website and the Beginning of Rock Against Bush: 

 

 The Rock Against Bush movement begins with the creation of Punk Voter, which 

launched in the middle of October in 2002, halfway through George W. Bush’s first term. The 

website itself, a creation of Fat Mike Burkett, was created under the pretense of what Burkett 

perceived was the political thought of punks. His record label, Fat Wreck, helped make this a 

reality.107 It would be influenced by various punk bands, contributors, and other activist efforts 

by punks and liberal leaning action groups. Yet it was Burkett’s anti-conservative and pro-liberal 

tendencies that over the course of the site’s life influenced the overall message. While Burkett 

would be generally responsible for the news posts on the website, there were multiple members 

although it is difficult to discern their roles. Of the eighteen members, only three were women 

including Fat Mike’s then wife, Erin Kelly-Burkett. Most of the members were from prominent 

punk rock bands as well as the head organizer of Warped Tour (which now is one of the most 

popular rock tours in the United States).108 

Punk Voter’s webpage aesthetic evolved over time but its first rendition featured an 

upside-down American flag as a banner across the top. To the left of the flag was a picture of 

George W. Bush with a “veto” stamp on his forehead. The title of the website sitting above the 

address bar read “Fuck you, GW!”109 On the front page featured the opening remark from site 
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creator, Fat Mike Burkett. Here he remonstrated publically about the Republican party which he 

categorized as “old and wealthy ‘fat cat[s]’” and places them in opposition to the youth.110 

Burkett also complained about the youth’s unwillingness to vote but pleads with them to do so 

when he writes “We can decide elections, we can run for elections, and we can win elections.”111 

In this opening to the Punk Voter website is a message that helps classify the effort as DIY since 

Burkett calls for punks to run themselves and not just vote. However, the anti-Republican 

message was also present early on within the structuring of the site. On the “Elections” page was 

a foreshadowing of Burkett’s preference for liberal leaning politics as he requested punks be 

involved in the 2002 election and to vote for Democrats over Republicans to ensure the 

Republicans did not gain control of the senate.112 Yet this apparent endorsement came with a 

caveat. Prior to providing the information for which elections punks should be voting Democrat 

in Fat Mike pointed out “that we [Punk Voter] don't unconditionally support these candidates or 

the Democratic party, but we don't want to take the chance of giving the Senate to GW and his 

cronies.”113 

 This message began a temporary alliance between the Democratic party and some left 

leaning punks like Burkett. Following the November 5 election of 2002, Fat Mike came back to 

Punk Voter to convey his dismay over the results of the Republican party gaining control of the 

senate. He felt defeated and vowed to do everything he could to prevent Bush from being 

reelected. His desperateness can be most potently be seen when he writes “if we don't start to 
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seriously organize and get our shit together by 2004, all will be lost.”114 In April of 2003, the 

next archived date after he voiced his concerns in late 2002, the objectives of Punk Voter are 

made clear on the opening of the website. 

Objective 1: To activate punks and other disenfranchised young people to participate in 

elections. 

Objective 2: To vote Bush and the Republicans out of office. 

Objective 3: To build a coalition of informed voters who can individually and 

collectively influence public policy.115 

 

Each of these objectives was followed by a link to more information about them. In objective 

two, it is made clear that “The foremost objective of this movement is the removal of George 

Bush Jr.* from office.”116 It is worth noting that the first and third objectives were at their core, 

DIY. Burkett’s decision to focus on voting out George Bush changed its trajectory yet still 

resembled the 1980s punk which focused on the opposition to Reagan. 

 In the first half of 2003, Punk Voter primarily stayed the same with occasional news 

updates and guest columns provided by punks. However, on July third of that year, Punk Voter 

endorsed Howard Dean and asked readers to donate to his campaign.117 Within this endorsement, 

the author of this news post (most likely Burkett) claims “Us folks on the left can't bitch about 

this guy being too moderate, because he's a good old fashioned pro-choice, pro-education, anti-

war kind of Democrat.”118 It is worth noting that Howard Dean was in the front-runner in the 

Democratic primary going into January of 2004.119 Although the endorsement of Dean was an 
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aberration, this news post does suggest what the author believed was the political leaning of 

punks by providing stances on concrete issues such as opposition to the war.  

 As the 2004 election approached, Punk Voter displayed an updated web appearance that 

was primarily based on the formerly stated second objective, to vote out George W. Bush.  Gone 

was the upside-down American flag but introduced was a tiled background picture of Bush with 

“not my president” to the side of it. Now the second objective read as “To expose the chaotic 

policies of George W. Bush and his current administration.”120 The added explanation for this 

goal stated that they planned to “work with the thousands of regional bands and other coalitions 

of mutual respect and interests including skaters, surfers, fanzine writers, concert goers, and 

others that feel disenfranchised with their government.”121  

 While building on traditional punk networks was important for Punk Voter, the Internet 

worked as an infrastructural tool that enabled Burkett to realize this goal. Punk Voter and the 

entirety of the Rock Against Bush movement relied heavily on the Internet to construct their 

arguments and disseminate them among fans and like-minded people. While the regions still 

existed and influenced each individual punk and band, it was now easier for them to connect 

outside of local punk creations like collectives, shows, and fanzines. Punk Voter sought “to 

educate, register and mobilize over 500,000 of today’s youth as one voice. We [Punk Voter] plan 

to use this election as a way to get our fans engaged in politics and evolve our movement into 

becoming involved locally to affect real change nationally.”122 The national importance of the 

presidential election created a point of focus that would transcend regional issues and the Internet 

would enable Punk Voter to unite them. 
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The Internet provided a new way for punks to interact with each other that did not need 

physical space and local connections although it could build on them. Prior to any of the punk 

bands involved in Rock Against Bush created websites, the record labels started by Fat Mike and 

Jello Biafra debuted their sites in the latter half of the 90s. Fat Wreck’s site in 1996 contained 

free songs, a list of shows and bands, and a catalogue of things they sold along with an order 

form.123 Biafra’s Alternative Tentacle’s site was similar in 1998 with a tour page, album 

catalogue, and a links page that featured websites of bands on the label.124 NOFX, The Dead 

Kennedys, and Anti-Flag all began creating websites in the early 2000s. NOFX was first of these 

to do this in 2000 with the other two debuting theirs the following year. Their websites would 

have a history of the band, tour dates, discography list, and news about the band. The Dead 

Kennedys and Anti-Flag also had a “Links” page where they connected viewers to outside 

sources such as affiliate record labels and political causes. The Dead Kennedys also provided 

links to two online punk communities that were forming at this time with World Wide Punk and 

Dead on the Web. World Wide Punk was a massive archive of punk bands, zines, record labels, 

interviews, among other related things all with links to the official and unofficial sites for them 

all.125 It also featured message boards with various topics including politics, although none of the 

content for this specific board have been archived.126 Dead on the Web was essentially an online 
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fanzine as it had local show reviews from Orange County, California as well as CD reviews that 

were typically found in punk fanzines.127 

It was websites like these that would help spread punk across the nation as bands were 

able to gain recognition by being shared on punk sites like World Wide Punk. Popular music 

sharing programs such as Napster, LimeWire, and Kazaa also launched in this era of the late 

1990s and early 2000s which helped boost the spread of punk music. Punks could use these 

programs to download the music of bands they read about online without needing money. The 

Internet also provided an easier way for punk labels to digitize or simply share their catalog 

online making it easier for people who wanted to pay for music to get punk CDs that may not be 

available locally. Websites also began to be created purely for musicians to share their music 

without needing a label by putting their music on a site such as PureVolume which launched in 

2003.128 More well-known websites such as MySpace started to provide music functions in 2004 

which would also make it easier for punk musicians to share their music.129 Although 

unauthorized downloading was undoubtedly illegal, the technology presented by the Internet 

assisted punk as it removed the physical and financial barriers for local musicians to reach a 

larger audience. 

Access to the Internet was becoming available on a national scale in the dawn of the new 

millennia when these programs and websites were launching. Punk Voter was also founded in 

this window of time in late 2002. It initially mimicked a punk band website as it contained all the 

familiar links and information but focused on political participation and voting information 
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instead of the band information. It differed from a more communal site like World Wide Punk as 

it lacked a forum section for people to contribute on their own. The absence of a communicating 

space meant that the website was to provide information, thus leaving discussion directed to 

other spaces. 

This decision to forgo a message board makes sense within the ideology behind Punk 

Voter. Punk Voter’s creators wanted to focus on being an activism website and wanted to be 

included as part of the historic punk activism. In their “Overview” tab beginning in late 2003, the 

page read that “some of punk’s greatest inventors back lashed against the norms of their 

society.”130 It goes on to list punk bands with various political stances to provide evidence that 

punk bands have always been a part of trying to make a difference. This is done in part, to 

legitimize their own efforts as punk. The page concludes with the message “Even though punk’s 

diversity spans the political spectrum from the far right to the far left (and even includes those 

that advocate for the complete breakdown of government as we know it), punk has always 

preached in the hopes of making change a reality.”131 While this post mentions the variation of 

punk thought, Punk Voter had a relatively specific viewpoint that aligns with being anti-

conservative and pro-liberal. At the same time, the Rock Against Bush movement considered 

itself as part of the lineage of punk activism. The message might have been different than some 

punks wanted it to be, but the ties to traditional punk activism were undeniable. The primary 

differences for Punk Voter however, were that it would be online and emphasize the need for 

observable change.  
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 In order to create this change however, Punk Voter would solidify in 2004 as an 

informative news aggregator and anti-Bush propagator. The majority of the news stories that 

covered the main page of the website would present a negative opinion of Bush’s administration 

and its policies. Thirty-five of the sixty-nine archived news posts discuss either Bush, his 

administration, or his policies (namely the Iraq War). While some of these were quite direct, 

others were not. For example, Punk Voter reported about Vice President Dick Cheney’s 

relationship with military contracting company Halliburton and their overcharging of the U.S. 

military.132 The news post titled, “Cheney’s Halliburton Busted Again!” explains the website’s 

disapproval of Cheney and his former company while citing and linking a news article from the 

Star Telegram, a newspaper based in Fort Worth Texas. Punk Voter’s news post on Halliburton 

may appear as anti-conservative but more categorically fits into a general theme of being anti-

war.  

While punks traditionally created anti-war lyrics, Punk Voter would share anti-war news 

stories with the goal to either point out the tragedies of war or the ironies of it. This trend can be 

seen the news post for June 30, 2004 that referenced a Washington Post article which claimed 

the army was redeploying veterans who were no longer enlisted.133 In the same post, Punk Voter 

referenced a New York Times opinion article that condemningly discussed the United States 

economic policies in a war-torn Iraq following the successful removal of Saddam Hussein. After 

a quick rundown of both posts with links to the full articles, Punk Voter included a link to an 

animation about Attorney General John Ashcroft and the Patriot Act. The animation was created 

by Alliance for Justice as part of a petition to have Ashcroft resign over their perceived 
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overstepping of boundaries regarding Americans’ civil liberties.134 The overall goal of this 

loaded post was to draw attention to negative aspects of the Iraq War and provide a connection to 

Bush. Punk Voter would share numerous more articles related to the Iraq war such as one 

quoting the lack of WMD’s and one that discusses both American and Iraqi casualties.135 These 

all worked towards to goal of maintaining a historically anti-war perspective while also 

condemning the policies of George W. Bush and his administration. 

  Punk Voter also shared articles that appeared to focus on free speech but would also 

relate back to either Bush or the Iraq war. For example, Punk Voter created a post that cited 

multiple news sources to discuss how CBS refused to show ads from MoveOn.org, PETA, and 

Las Vegas. While MoveOn was an anti-Bush organization, Punk Voter maintained that “This is 

not about if you like the ads or think the ads are cool - It is about our government and big 

business working together to determine what messages you are allowed to see and what ones you 

are not!”136 Another story shared on the site which looked to frame the issue of free speech 

discussed anti-war protesters that were subpoenaed by the federal government then later 

retracted. The Progressive was cited for their opinion that this action constituted an attempt to 

dissuade protest aimed at Bush and the Iraq War.137 Both of these stories did deal with questions 

of free speech but their relation to Bush and the war makes them categorically still part of the 

anti-war focus of the site. 
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While the issues discussed on the Punk Voter website were not new, the way they were 

being presented was. Aside from being online, the issues being discussed were linked to news 

stories, which more than half of leading to the 2004 election were from mainstream news 

companies.138 At the same time, Punk Voter also questioned the legitimacy of mainstream news 

as they claimed that Bush and his administration “control most news sources anyways” when 

questioning why Bush would create fake news stories.139 Despite this inconsistency, they also 

utilized local newspapers and independent news sources such as left-leaning sites that are still 

active today like Mother Jones and MoveOn.140 Punk Voter primarily tried to inform viewers of 

negative information about Republicans, Bush, and the Iraq War. Once enlightened, Punk Voter 

hoped viewers would unite and act by voting against Bush in the 2004 election. Yet the website 

needed to reach people beyond those already aware of the site. 

The Tours: 

Along with a website with national aspirations, Punk Voter sought to extend the political 

activism of the website to the traditional medium of punk musicians. While the Punk Voter 

existed as the interconnecting backbone of the entire movement, the tours would allow the 

orchestrators to express their ideas in a way that was closely tied with the music they created.141 

The first of the official tours was headlined by NOFX with the support of Alkaline Trio, 

Authority Zero, and Jello Biafra. One of the primary goals of the tour was to attract the youth 
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with nearly every one of the individual shows be on a college campus.142 Tickets were also 

generally free for students at the campus shows.143 While this aspect of their efforts was clear 

with their planning, Punk Voter’s claim that they were attempting to hit swing states is 

debatable. Seven of the planned twelve shows were within California, which had a strong 

Democratic lean in the elections leading up to 2004.144 One of the shows was in Washington and 

two were in Oregon (which were swing states in the 2000 election), with the remaining two in 

Arizona.145 

Since these tours were meant to spread an anti-Bush message, it is necessary to look at 

the musical and political content of the tours. As noted earlier, NOFX and Jello Biafra had 

histories of politically themed lyrics while Alkaline Trio and Authority Zero generally did not 

create songs that were political at all aside from the ones that would be on the Rock Against 

Bush compilation. One of the dates of the first Rock Against Bush tour was reviewed by a 

contributor for Punknews.org who went by the name Chrispy.146 Chrispy noted that the show 

featured videos supplied by Punk Voter which condemned George W. Bush that were played on 

a screen during the show between each of the acts. As far as the musicians went, he did not 

mention Authority Zero discussing politics and specifically mentioned Alkaline Trio not 
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discussing politics and that NOFX played a mix of political and other non-political songs on 

these shows.147  

Jello Biafra was billed to perform his political spoken word for the tour but was not 

present for this particular show. Still, we can extrapolate what he might have discussed from his 

spoken word albums as well as a clip from a CNN feature where Biafra is taped saying 

“insurrection in the street only goes so far without insurrection in the voting booth too.”148 Yet as 

seen in his spoken word, Biafra also criticized Democrats. Biafra likely stressed the importance 

of political engagement and focused on specific issues that he found a problem with. However, 

for this show Mike Burkett took the stage to discuss politics in Biafra’s absence and Chrispy 

noted that Fat Mike had to devote “at least 5 minutes trying to get people to shut up so he could 

talk.”149 Burkett’s political speech may not have garnered the same respect and attention from 

punks as Biafra would yet it is still important to note that those attending these concerts may 

have been doing so for the music, not the politics. This is not meant to detract from the fact that 

these shows were inherently political as they were titled Rock Against Bush. 

The second of the Rock Against Bush Tours would feature more historically political 

punk bands as it was headlined by Anti-Flag and supported by Strike Anywhere, Midtown, Mike 

Park, The Nightwatchman, The AKAs, and the Epoxies. The last three of these mentioned only 

appeared on specific dates of the tour. The Nightwatchman, Mike Park, Strike Anywhere, and 

Anti-Flag all had a long history of being politically active. The Nightwatchman began in 2003 as 

Tom Morello’s acoustic and politically focused music project while his previous band, Rage 
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Against the Machine, was not together at the time.150 Mike Park’s music featured some political 

lyrics and he was the founder of the non-profit Plea for Peace foundation.151 Anti-Flag, as 

discussed earlier, was political from its inception. Strike Anywhere’s lyrics touched on various 

political topics primarily with a critique of American capitalism and fighting for higher wages.152 

Unfortunately, there are no publicized accounts of this tour as there was with the one 

earlier in 2004. However, there were some comments recorded by Rob Hitt of Midtown about 

the tour. Despite his band not having political lyrics, Hitt believed the tour itself was important 

and he agreed with its message to encourage young people to vote.153 The scheduling of this tour 

was closer to the election than the NOFX tour and were in cities across the U.S. and not just in 

college towns.154 It started on the west coast and ended in the east coast hitting several of the 

states that were projected to be pivotal in the 2004 election.155 Although not all of the dates were 

specifically chosen because of their importance to the election, it was an aspect of the tour that 

its organizers had in mind.156 Both tours sought to reach audiences they felt they could have 

influence over for the forthcoming election. The timing of each tour was also intentional as the 
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fall tour started on the eighteenth of September and ended on the ninth of October, just short of a 

month prior to the November second election. 

For the opening date of the Anti-Flag led tour, Democrat congressman Jim McDermott 

and former Fox News employees joined with numerous local and punk groups to participate in 

engaging the attendees. The former Fox employees were part of an anti-Fox News documentary 

called Outfoxed, which sought to argue that “the entire Fox News was not a news 

organization.”157 Jim McDermott’s inclusion is also notable as he was the only mainstream 

politician to participate in the movement. On Punk Voter’s website, they described McDermott 

as “a very fine leftist who appeared in ‘Fahrenheit 9/11’.”158 But the content of his speech did not 

necessarily deal with political parties or even Bush in particular. He spoke about the United 

States’ use of depleted uranium, following which, influenced an alliance between McDermott 

and Anti-Flag.159 McDermott even spoke on behalf of Anti-Flag and Punk Voter on the floor of 

the House of Representatives on October 8, 2004.160 In the single minute speech, McDermott 

compared punk rockers to the radicals of the 1960s in both odd appearance and aptitude for 

creating change. He then warned the Bush administration that “your days are numbered” as he 

believed that punks and young people alike were going to vote him out in the November 

election.161 So while McDermott was clearly against the Republican party outside of this tour, his 

politics as far as were reported, were limited to the solitary issue of depleted uranium. 
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The content of this speech highlights an approach to punk politics that differs from 

simply being anti-Bush. While the subject could be tied to the 2003 Iraq War, it was more likely 

related to the use of depleted uranium in the 1991 Gulf War since it was not publically known 

that it was used during the 2003 conflict until 2014.162 Anti-Flag historically focused on specific 

issues that were not always traceable to a particular political party. Both Anti-Flag and 

McDermott agreed that Bush was a problem but their politics were farther reaching than that, 

with Anti-Flag in particular being more critical of political parties.  

Aside from the two official Rock Against Bush tours, Punk Voter promoted tours for 

bands that participated on their compilations. This included tours from Flogging Molly, Hot 

Water Music, The Bouncing Souls, The Lawrence Arms, among others.163 These did not see the 

level of promotion that the official Rock Against Bush Tours had. In the months prior to the fall 

Anti-Flag led tour, the Punk Voter website provided a commercial as well as multiple news posts 

raising awareness of the tour.164 The website also provided a couple updates as the tour 

progressed which included information about guest speakers along the tour.165 The tours that 

were more individually run were also headlined by significantly less politically focused bands.  

The Bouncing Souls led one of these lesser promoted tours with the Rock Against Bush 

name on the Punk Voter website but the politics that took place on it were less than likely to be 

to the standard of the official tours. In an interview with record label Epitaph, the band’s bass 

player admitted that even he found it strange that they were taking on that moniker. Even more 
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perplexing, the tour was going through Canada.166 The Pete, bass player for The Bouncing Souls, 

admitted that his band had no real foundation as a politically active band but was simply trying it 

out for the time being and did not know if this would be the future look of the band either. 

Nonetheless, all the Rock Against Bush tours added to what Punk Voter was trying to 

achieve. The larger tours tried to attract music fans and then provide political messages which 

went beyond the lyrics or music being played. The bands provided messages that went beyond 

being simply anti-Bush but it was this rallying point that brought them together. Although less is 

known about the smaller tours, the name alone presents a political message to attendees of these 

shows. For the two official tours, the political nature of Punk Voter and its anti-Bush message 

were tied directly to the music performed by punks. The tours also created a physical 

manifestation of what had otherwise been a primarily Internet based activist movement as far as 

website viewers had seen. 

The Compilations: 

 Burkett saw the bands he knew as being part of the punk scene and owning a record label 

as an alternative way to promote his cause, and he put together compilations to place the ideas of 

Punk Voter into a traditional punk outlet.167 The first of the Rock Against Bush compilations 

came out on April 20 of 2004 and was released by Fat Mike’s own label, Fat Wreck Chords. 

George W. Bush is featured on the cover with his hands over his ears covering the guitar cab 

with the emblems of “Dissent” in place of the manufacturer. 168 Upon opening the CD case to the 

left of the disc written is: 

 This compilation is not about making a profit; it’s about making a difference 
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It’s not about “lets be punk rock and hate the government”; it’s about “let’s be punk rock 

and change the government” 

It’s not about who’s a sellout or who’s more punk; it’s about uniting against a common 

enemy169 

 

This is an organized effort with an established goal in mind that does not want to bother with 

traditional debates about who is and what is not punk. The content of the artwork and what is 

written inside the CD booklet tell a specific narrative. Fat Mike wrote a short essay that opens 

the booklet with a brief discussion of the reasons why he hates George W. Bush and why he 

thinks that now is the time for people to get involved. The brief list ranges from the tax cuts to 

the Patriot Act and from the Iraq War to his personal experience of the world’s negative 

perception of the United States during the Bush Jr. presidency. Six of the participating twenty-six 

bands supplied the lyrics for their songs with most only providing the recording credits. 

Canadian band Sum-41 provided a short explanation for their distaste of the American president 

instead of lyrics for their contribution “Moron.” In this short piece of writing the band claims 

how Bush Jr.’s war on “a defenseless country” and his destruction of the environment are 

reasons to not look at him as a “comedian,” and they plead “enough is enough America.”170 Anti-

Flag provides an explanation for their song along with their lyrics as the song is about United 

States Army training Latin Americans to fight in Latin America. 171 Throughout, there is a clear 

message argued by the written component of the compilation. 

 In the middle of the booklet and at the end were lists of “Reasons to hate Bush Jr.” They 

attempted to cover every single negative aspect of every policy Bush Jr. had. Hidden within the 

forty reasons are a couple of less heavy-handed complaints such as Bush Jr. almost choking to 
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death on a pretzel and him dropping his dog.172 These joking types of complaints fit within Fat 

Mike’s approach to practicing punk as it is never solely serious.  

 The second volume was released on August 10, 2004 also on Fat Wreck Chords. Much of 

this album was the same as the first but had a few variations. The first text presented upon 

opening the album asks, “What can you do to help?” and then provides the answers of “Talk to 

people! Get aware, informed and active! Spread the message!” each with an explanation of how 

each of these steps should be followed.173 This created a general sense of trying to encourage 

activism where the first album primarily asked viewers to consider the idea of putting aside 

idealistic positions.  

 Another change came from the introduction to the album. Justin Sane of Anti-Flag 

provided the introductory honors for this album with an essay where he discusses his displeasure 

with George W. Bush and his policies including the Iraq War. At the end of his short essay, 

Justin Sane provides a slightly different tone as he asks, “Is there a major difference between the 

mainstream American left and right wing parties?”174 His answer to this question was, “In my 

opinion, regarding a few important issues yes; but overall, no.” He then went on to discuss how 

he does not believe George W. Bush was the primary problem within American politics, but that 

he is a particularly bad president.175 Burkett’s position differed as he believed Democrats like 

John Kerry were significantly better.176 Regardless of this difference, Sane still asked readers to 
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register with the Punk Voter site and claims that it will provide “more influence Punk Voter has 

in Washington DC with politicians who have the ability to introduce and back important 

progressive legislation.”177 

 Sane’s perspective here makes sense when looking at most of the work Anti-Flag put out. 

Even within their 2003 album which targeted Bush, The Terror State, songs such as “Mind The 

G.A.T.T.” focused on policies and ideas. Although the song starts with a sound clip of George 

W. Bush discussing the WTO and NAFTA, both of these were formed or signed into law under 

Clinton. The lyrics of the song focus on uniting people around the world against this trade 

agreement and organization.178 “Tearing Down the Borders” represents Anti-Flag’s lyrical 

disapproval of multinational companies who they believe have “only a commitment to lock away 

equality and steal away all freedom from the poorest of the poor.”179 Sane’s disapproval of Bush 

and the Iraq War were only part of the problems he saw in the United States. Yet he was still 

driven to unite under the Rock Against Bush banner as it was a shared position among punks, 

even if it was not his primary political concern. 

 Also like Anti-Flag’s individual albums, Sane provided several news sites that he 

suggests as alternatives to American mainstream news networks. Sane recommended various 

independent sites such as the audio oriented Democracy NOW! and Flash Points followed by 

four print-only news sources.180 Another of the sites, Underground Action Alliance, was 
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operated by Anti-Flag themselves and was shut down in 2008. Internet sites were important even 

on the physical CDs as they were not meant to be the end of political discussion. 

 Sane’s inclination to advocate for using non-mainstream yet left-leaning news is an 

important theme to understand in the Rock Against Bush style politics. This was a time where at 

least some of the punk ideas were becoming compatible with mainstream views. This may create 

issues in way of authenticity for some scholars such Goshert and Barrett who focused their 

studies of punk on the do-it-yourself (DIY) aspects of punk.181 Yet Sane also suggested his own 

site, Underground Action Alliance which would be understood as authentic DIY punk. Yet it is 

this compatibility which remains significant for understanding how this movement became 

something that received national attention from news outlets such as CNN and being discussed 

on the senate floor by Jim McDermott.  

 Both albums included a DVD that featured multiple anti-Bush videos. The first 

compilation featured a lengthy trailer for a documentary titled “Uncovered: The Whole Truth 

About the Iraq War.”182 The film provides various clips of the Bush administration discussing 

the weapons of mass destruction in Iraq and then places those in between interviews with a 

variety of CIA analysts, elected officials, and diplomats. Most of these interviews claimed that 

there was no evidence of weapons of mass destruction. At the end of the short video was a link to 

the website where you could purchase the full-length 2004 documentary. Apart from this, 

included on this DVD were trailers for documentaries on Enron and the 2000 Election 

controversy in Florida.183 People also submitted thirty second ads they had made that were 
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against Bush. Music videos from Anti-Flag, Bad Religion, Strike Anywhere, and NOFX for 

songs they released prior to Rock Against Bush. All of the music videos were politically themed 

with Anti-Flag and NOFX’s submissions be most explicitly anti-Bush. David Cross also 

submitted some of his stand-up comedy for the DVD that was again, anti-Bush.184  

 The included DVD of the second volume would contain most of the same type of content. 

The main menu of the DVD features the cover art for their album and when selected plays a live 

video of NOFX playing their song “Idiot Son of an Asshole” live at Warped Tour’s show in 

Vancouver Canada. Fat Mike is wearing his “Not My President” shirt while singing the song 

with every line of the lyrics questioning the intelligence of the president.185 One of the newly 

added shorts, “Independent Media In A Time Of War,” was twenty-five-minute video produced 

by Democracy NOW! and primarily featured clips of a talk given by one of its founders, Amy 

Goodman. The clips that are provided for this short go over various topics related to news media 

after 9/11 and Goodman’s claim of the dangers that come with it. Goodman also discusses 

journalists being killed by bombs in Iraq as well as free speech and the danger of Clear Channel 

preventing dissent on radio stations.186 Many of the concerns raised within this short 

documentary were shared by NOFX and Anti-Flag. More importantly, it added to the anti-war 

message that was consistent in the Rock Against Bush movement. 

 The other three documentary shorts introduced were closer to ten minutes in length. 

“Honor Betrayed” primarily featured military leaders and families affected by the Iraq War with 

many of them claiming there was a disconnect between what the Bush administration was doing 
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and what military officials suggested.187 “Fixed in Florida” was another short about the 2000 

Florida election but this time it was done by BBC and was a chapter of a larger series called 

“The Best Democracy Money Can Buy.”188 At the end of the short featured a thank you to Punk 

Voter. “Unconstitutional” focused on the Patriot Act and Guantanamo Bay and featured NOFX 

music throughout the short. 

 One of the most notable inclusions on this second DVD was in the comedy section. Here, 

Will Ferrell provided a sketch that was presented by America Coming Together (ACT). In the 

sketch, Ferrell impersonated the president with the intention to insult Bush’s intelligence.189 

Ferrell had popularized his impersonation at this time but this specific clip was provided for 

Punk Voter by ACT, which was a voter mobilization group.190 America Coming Together’s 

website explicitly stated their goal was to provide “the groundwork to defeat George W. Bush 

and elect Democrats in federal, state, and local elections in 2004.”191 Although Punk Voter was 

slightly removed from it, the cooperation between them and the ACT is worth noting. This 

resonates with the early messages on Punk Voter’s website which emphasized the need to 

prevent Republicans from holding office. Will Ferrell and the ACT’s position on Bush provides 

more evidence that the ideology of punks at this time was compatible with the mainstream. Even 

if some punks did not agree that Democrats were the answer, their opposition and reasons for it 

undeniably intersected into traditional punk sensibilities. 
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Punk Voter and the ACT also had another connection that is worth mentioning as they 

both shared one of the largest donors. Both were reported by the Boston Globe to have received 

donations from billionaire Peter B. Lewis.192 These donations are also reiterated in a report from 

Regis University that lists all donations from wealthy people to pro-Kerry organizations.193 

Lewis was the only of the wealthy donors that contributed to Punk Voter and provided a 

substantially smaller amount to them than he gave the next closest organization. At fifty 

thousand dollars, the donation was noticeably less than the two hundred and fifty thousand Lewis 

donated to the Young Democrats of America.194 However it was still a significant amount as 

some organizations received less from other top donators on this list. It is also worth reiterating 

that Burkett intentionally planned Punk Voter to be carried out using his punk connections to 

spread a message.195 This donation again showed how those on the outside of punk viewed Punk 

Voter as promoting an idea that was shared with multiple mainstream organizations. It also 

showed that Punk Voter was significant enough to be worth donating to. 

Aside from all the material which came with the albums, there was the music. For the 

first compilation, most the songs are punk with no discernable political overtones in the lyrics. 

Some of the songs could vaguely be about George W. Bush but it is uncertain. None More 

Black’s opening track on the album “Nothing To Do When You’re Locked In A Vacancy” is 

faster than a lot of the songs but the lyrics are representative of most of the album. With lines 

like “scare tactics, the headlines are keeping us up tonight,” it is considerably vague but since it 
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takes place on this compilation and was not featured as part of another release from the band, it 

is probable that it is directed at Bush.196 

 There were also various songs on the compilation that could seemingly apply to Bush, 

but were created for different reasons. Among these songs, the content would generally still fit 

the theme of being anti-war. For example, The Offspring supplied an older song with 

“Baghdad,” which was originally released in 1991 and repurposed the lyrics from a song they 

released in 1989 titled “Tehran.”197 Both of the songs’ lyrics portray American military 

involvement in Iraq and Iran as trying to make up for its failure in Vietnam. The Offspring also 

try to convey a general dislike for military conflict with the lyrics “Will you even wonder / If the 

man that's in your sights / Ever kissed his girl goodbye.”198 Another track from this compilation 

that fits within this same description is “Heaven is Falling” covered by The Ataris. The song was 

originally written by the famous punk band Bad Religion, who released the song in 1992. The 

song was written about George W. Bush’s father and the Gulf War but was still be applicable to 

the 2003 Iraq War. Bad Religion’s lyrics made this quite easy as they sing “For thanks to King 

George and his rainbow cabinet / Today murder is legal.”199 The Ataris tried to make this cover 

appear to be more current by including sound clips from the weapons specialist who inspected 

Iraq after the war, David Kay. The sound clip has Dr. David Kay stating that “it is highly 

unlikely that there were large stockpiles of deployed militarized chemical and biological 

weapons there.”200 Both of these songs were repurposed to apply to the contemporary Iraq War 

and were originally created for anti-war sentiments.  
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Perhaps the most potent political song that focused on George W. Bush was written by 

the least punk sounding band on the album. Ministry’s metal tune “No W,” opens with the end of 

the national anthem followed by a clip from a George W. Bush speech where he is signing the 

Homeland Security Act.201 Later, at one point directly refers to the Bush administration with the 

lyrics: 

 Ask me why you're feeling screwed 

And I'll give you the answer 

There's a Colin Dick & Bush 

Justa hammerin' away202 

 

Ministry is direct in their approach and provides the only way to interpret their lyrics regardless 

of its inclusion on this album. Another good example of this style of directness can be seen with 

the track “Lion and the Lamb” from The Get Up Kids where they sing “I've never been one for 

war, sand we’re sinkin in as thick as oil.”203 This song would more so be categorized as anti-war 

than anti-Bush, but is clear in its disapproval of the Iraq War.  

 Other political songs on this compilation included critiquing the western notion of 

progress, the criminal justice system, revolutions, and the corporate news in America. Many of 

these lyrics do not directly relate to Bush nor were they created for the purposes of this album 

and were instead part of full-length albums produced by each individual band. This makes it 

difficult to discern whether they believe Bush truly is the source of these problems. Yet the fact 

that these bands contributed to this album was evidence of their support for its overall message. 

 The music of the second compilation featured many of these same characteristics. Again, 

many of the tracks would not contain many political lyrics. Some bands did have political lyrics 
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but did not directly relate them back to George W. Bush. This can be seen with Dropkick 

Murphys’ song about unions and the right to organize as well as Thought Riot’s song about rich 

white privilege.204 One song that did specifically target Bush was titled “Favorite Son” provided 

by Green Day. Green Day, who released their popular album American Idiot a month after this 

compilation, contributed a song that did not make the cut for that album. “Favorite Son” is their 

purely anti-Bush song which mainly critiques the Republican party for electing him. This can be 

seen in the lyrics where they sing:  

Now where's your fuckin' champion? 

On a bed you laid. 

He's not the All-American, 

That you thought you paid.205 

 

While it does not mention Bush by name, it is clear that he is the target of this song by the 

context of their criticalness of Bush in their album and its inclusion on this anti-Bush 

compilation.  

 Yet again, anti-war sentiments were the most common theme for this compilation as was 

constant throughout the entire Rock Against Bush movement. This can be seen with Bad 

Religion’s “Let Them Eat War” which saw the Bush administration’s war in Iraq as an ironic 

solution to the poverty in America.206 Dillinger Four’s submission discusses the United States’ 

military efforts abroad among other general complaints.207 Other tracks such as Useless I.D.’s, 

tried to comment on the economic motives of the Iraq War.208 The Donots’ song also reiterated 

this message with the lyrics:  

Don't swallow the lies they feed  
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They wage a war that's based on greed 

Don't believe your TV 

Gotta know your enemy209 

Another reoccurrence was the repurposing of older songs to apply them to the Iraq War. 

For example, No Use For A Name supplied an acoustic rendition of their song, “Fields of 

Agony,” was originally much faster and released in 1995.210 The lyrics of this song focus on the 

death toll from both sides of United States conflicts. Near the end of their song is an excerpt 

from a George W. Bush speech that was exclusive to this version of the song.211 This speech was 

from October 8, 2002 where Bush claims that Iraq is building up weapons and that we cannot 

wait for “the smoking gun – that could come in the form of a mushroom cloud.”212 Operation Ivy 

provided their 1989 track “Unity,” which featured anti-war lyrics but was not altered in attempt 

to make it appear to be specifically about the Iraq War. 

Overall the format of the compilation allowed for variation in political thought the most 

common theme remained this anti-war position. Aside from its prevalence in the movement was 

that it was consistent with traditional punk thought. While those who bought the album may have 

been doing so for the music, the overt political nature of the title and included booklet and DVD 

made the politics difficult to miss. The albums did contain a lightheartedness side to them with 

the humorous reasons to dislike bush and stand-up comedy included on the DVDs. Perhaps most 

notable about these compilations is that they were a huge success for Fat Wreck Chords and 

remain listed as some of their highest performing albums of all time.213 While there are no 

statistics on how the Internet helped the album sell, it was advertised on the Punk Voter website 
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and available to be purchased online. Many aspects of the compilations also relied on the notion 

that those who bought them had access to the Internet as links to websites were prevalent 

throughout most portions of them. Yet despite the success of these compilations and the 

messages they spread, Fat Mike and Punk Voter were unable to successfully vote Bush out of 

office in 2004. 

Punk Politics After Rock Against Bush: 

After Bush won the 2004 election, Fat Mike wrote that he refused to come together as a 

nation as John Kerry urged people to do so in his concession speech.214 Instead Burkett claims 

the people who voted for Bush over Kerry were “homophobic, flag-waving, god-fearing, gun-

toting, uneducated, isolationist, ethnocentric REDNECKS.”215 This provides an accurate insight 

into what the difference between the Republican candidate and Democrat candidate was to some 

punks like Burkett. While his message was clearly one of anger, Burkett was not completely 

down about the election. In an interview two months after the election, Burkett expressed that he 

did not feel as Punk Voter as a whole failed, despite Bush winning, because they “got a few 

hundred thousand involved and our generation voted for Kerry more than any other age 

group.”216 Burkett also claimed that he did not plan on producing another compilation for fears 

that he would appear to be trying to exploit punks.217 Despite that, the Punk Voter website would 

continue. 
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Understanding how the website operated following the election reveals that Bush and the 

GOP were still the primary focus of Burkett. On December 6, 2004, Burkett posted on Punk 

Voter for the first time since the day after the election and indicated the future of the website. 

The title of the post was “We're not going away. In fact, we've only just begun to make their 

lives miserable.”218 He also stated that he would continue updating Punk Voter because he 

wanted “it to be an educational site where you get stories you are not going to see on the nightly 

news.”219 Yet the website would continue to be much of the same. As a whole, Punk Voter did 

see a drop off in the number of posts this year from sixty-nine in 2004 to thirty-six in 2005. 

While there is a slight gap in the archived posts, forty of the seventy-nine news posts over the 

next few years would deal with the Republican party, Bush, or the Iraq war.  

These sentiments would continue into the election year of 2008. The focus now would be 

Republican candidate John McCain but instead of finding reasons dislike McCain that were 

unique to him, Punk Voter sought to create connections between McCain and Bush. Burkett 

admitted there were differences between the politicians but wanted to emphasize that they had 

the same policy on abortion rights.220 Punk Voter was also slightly slanted in favor of the 

Democratic party as they mention in a July story that “Obama isn’t afraid to meet with both 

sides” when discussing the Israeli and Palestine conflict. 221 But it is telling how this election was 

handled in comparison to 2004 as there was no mention of who even won the election on the 

Punk Voter site following the 2008 results. In fact, the website was shut down following the 
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election with their last news post on November 24 of 2008 where they simply shared a 

perspective piece from another website, Truthout. The article was written by a working-class 

citizen who disparaged the Republican party and his claimed mistreatment by the party towards 

the working class.222  

Fat Mike explained later in a 2012 interview with Huffington Post Canada that his only 

planned political involvement was to vote in that election. When speaking about the 2004 

election and his political activism he explained that “I did my time of civil duty in an election 

that was very important, which we lost, and because of that the world is a worse place to live 

in.”223 NOFX with Mike Burkett at the helm was outwardly upset at the time about the election 

results and they would continue their political tone that was established in The War on Errorism. 

Releasing their album Wolves in Wolves’ Clothing in 2006, the overall appearance of the album 

is lacking in overt political tones. The lyrics were not devoid of politics however, with the song 

“The Man I Killed,” which is Burkett’s fantasy of killing George W. Bush. “Leaving Jesusland” 

is NOFX’s call to Americans living outside of California to move there. NOFX also finally 

expresses their views on the outcome of the 2004 election in a song with “100 Times 

Fuckeder.”224  

Mike Burkett’s perspective changed as time passed and Barack Obama won the 2008 

election. His lack of involvement with the creation of content for Punk Voter in 2008 is a good 

indication of this as well. This shift makes sense when looking back at some of the primary goals 

of the movement. Early on it was clear that Burkett was set on transforming the movement to be 
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more than a way to get punks politically involved and interested in voting. He had wanted Bush 

out of office. An interviewer for A.V. Club asked Fat Mike in 2009 what he planned to do now 

that Bush was out of office. Burkett’s response to this was “Kick back and see what happens! My 

angst is gone right now, and I’m gonna see what comes of it all.”225 He was also asked if he was 

skeptical of Obama as Jello Biafra was to which Burkett replied that he was not and that he 

thought “he’s a really good man.”226  

Yet as already indicated, this was not the perspective of all punks. Jello Biafra for one, 

along with Tom Morello, were public supporters of Ralph Nader in the 2008 election.227 Both 

had worked as part of Punk Voter and were influential in the political content of the Rock 

Against Bush shows. Biafra was also particularly critical of Obama. In a 2011 interview he 

expressed that he opposed Obama in 2008 and did not have any plans to change his perspective 

on him.228 In an open letter to Obama written in 2011, Biafra listed his recommendations for 

Obama to change his policy in order to sway his opinion. Biafra also provided explanation for 

why he did not originally vote for him and it was “because of his record in Congress voting for 

the PATRIOT Act, the anti-immigrant wall, numerous corporate breaks and subsidies, the FISA 

bill legalizing all the NSA's illegal wiretapping, etc.”229 The letter, made available on Biafra’s 

record label’s website, Alternative Tentacles, provided eighteen topics with explanations of how 

Biafra would like to see Obama change. Jello would also release various videos on the 
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Alternative Tentacles YouTube page where he would discuss various issues under the title of 

“What Would Jello Do.” In one of these videos Biafra derided Obama and the Democratic party 

for their economic policies that tended to fall in line with conservative ideals of tax cutting for 

the rich.230 Biafra would however, endorse Bernie Sanders in the 2016 Democratic primaries.231 

 Anti-Flag would also continue to be politically focused following the election and 

continued their involvement with U.S. congressman Jim McDermott which was an alliance 

formed during Rock Against Bush. In 2006, the band attended a conference led by McDermott 

for his bill on the study of depleted uranium. It was this subject that initially sparked their 

connection and this would bleed over into the music Anti-Flag was creating following the 2004 

election. 2006 was also the year that Anti-Flag released their first album on a major record label, 

For Blood and Empire. It would be one of the their most politically charged albums with their 

lyrics not letting up on its criticism of Bush. Featured on it is the track “Depleted Uranium is a 

War Crime” which used sound clips from Jim McDermott speaking about the issue in 

combination with the critical lyrics of “Weaponry so sadistic it is hard to comprehend, War 

profits surge with every breath by Uncle Sam.”232 

 Anti-Flag’s relationship with Jim McDermott also went beyond their passion for bringing 

attention to depleted uranium. Following the 2004 election Anti-Flag channeled their activist 

energy into a new project called Military Free Zone. The project was advertised on their 2006 

For Blood and Empire album but it was started in 2005. Jim McDermott invited Anti-Flag to 
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come to Washington D.C. to have a press conference on the subject.233 McDermott and another 

representative, Pete Stark, were both former military and helping bring attention to Anti-Flag’s 

initiative to remove a provision of the No Child Left Behind act which gave military recruiters 

access to student information without their consent.234 Anti-Flag launched a website for this 

where it listed five actions as a way to help people make a change. The steps were quite simple 

and included a way for students to opt out of the provision, sign a petition to get the provision 

removed, and a way to find out your representative so you can write them.235 While not as large 

scale as the Punk Voter campaign, it was a much more narrowly defined issue with a clear 

solution that was not as morally complicated as voting for a Democrat for president as a punk 

rocker.  

Conclusion: 

 Anti-Flag would continue creating politically themed songs on their albums throughout 

Obama’s presidency as would Jello Biafra with his new band, The Guantanamo School of 

Medicine. What was missing in the Obama’s years was similar to the Bush Sr. and Clinton years 

which was a collective punk movement like that of Rock Against Bush. As with the examples of 

Reagan and Bush, punk oppositional movements have only begun during a president’s term and 

not while they are running. They were also both Republicans and polarizing conservatives, 

Obama was not. 
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 With Fat Mike Burkett at the helm of the Rock Against Bush movement, the political 

trajectory moved away from the anti-establishment and pro-DIY roots that inspired it and drifted 

into pro-Democrat establishment. Despite this, the tours and compilations provide evidence that 

although the politics may have been more mainstream, they were generally presented in a punk 

way. Even the more mainstream political thought was linked to traditionally punk stances such 

as being anti-war. This makes the Iraq-War as a policy of George W. Bush so important for the 

message of Rock Against Bush. Many of the bands that contributed saw this war as 

representative of not only Bush, but as the primary thing that they opposed from him. Also worth 

noting was that opposing Bush was not a terribly radical idea as the 2004 election approached 

leading up to a fairly close popular vote. 

The Internet was a vital tool not only to this movement but to the spread of punk music at 

this time. It allowed for the Punk Voter website to create a national punk movement that could 

capitalize on the increased punk listenership. As discussed with the increasing importance of the 

Internet to the sale of music as well as illegal downloading of it, punk could reach more people 

than ever before. Websites became an integral part of punk record labels, fanzines, and as a way 

for bands to interact with their fans. 

The Rock Against Bush movement in the early to mid 2000s provides a significant point 

of transition in the punk subculture. While punk has been argued to be best understood as a 

regional study, this moment in time provides evidence of a national movement enabled by the 

technological advancement of the Internet and massive access to it. For a truly do-it-yourself 

based subculture, the Internet did not bring about a community led political activist project at this 

time. However, the Punk Voter website would disseminate information across regional lines with 

ease to punks.  Yet as Burkett focused on the need for observable change, the message would 
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follow more closely to his ideas and perspectives rather than allow for a true collaborative effort. 

However, Jello Biafra and Anti-Flag were still prominent members with differing political 

positions from Burkett and played a significant role in the movement. The movement was not 

one-dimensional despite the overt focus of being anti-Bush. 

Moving forward, there are indications that another conservative president, Donald Trump 

may be the inspiration and focus of future punk political activism. Already, the Fat Wreck 

Chords record label started by Fat Mike Burkett has released shirts featuring Donald Trump’s 

face with the phrase “not my president” next to it.236 Whether Burkett is involved or not (and 

there are indications he will not be), the structure he set up, using the Internet, provides a model 

for future punk activism.237 In this way, Burkett and punk voter represents a significant shift in 

punk’s relationship to American culture. While not exactly “mainstream,” punk has moved 

beyond its regional roots and has become accepted as a part of the American popular culture. 

Punk will likely always have regional bands, scenes, and activists, but the Internet and mass 

appeal of some punk bands and thought will cement punk as something nationally recognizable. 
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